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Abstract. The use of a text mining approach for full automatic taxonomy
creation for content management has proven with serious limitations. The
high level semantics indicating relevant association of entities among the
documents are often not explored. This study introduces a feasible method
that allows identifying high level semantics into text mining procedures
while providing for appropriate levels of document descriptions to support
access and discoverability. Due to the effectiveness of categorization and
adequacy of the structure created can be better determined by humans who
are familiar to the documents, qualitative inquiry rather than a purely
experimental design was applied. The study collected the data and run the
text mining analysis with text analysis, clustering and topic extraction.
Two examples show how to develop a faceted classification structure to
support digital collection access and navigation using the method. The
study indicates that the text-mining method supports taxonomy creation
with more efficiency and accuracy when human domain and application
knowledge are captured during data collection and text mining processing.
The proposed method of taxonomy creation would support the creation of
new knowledge.

1 Introduction
Taxonomy or controlled word lists have been applied to online content structural design to
support user browsing and search of information, leading to better user experience. With a
shared terminology and structure, taxonomy can also greatly improve communication
among different groups of users for knowledge creation and reuse. The resulting taxonomy
or controlled word lists also become knowledge base for the domain represented by the
digital collection or digital library content. They are part of valuable resource for the online
collection designed.

User-generated semantics have been applied to text-mining procedures to create
taxonomy [1, 2]. The user-generated semantics provide user perspectives which could be
used in content structural design in support of this unique group of users’ search and site
navigation. This comes along with the principle of user-centred design. Many studies have
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been carried out using data mining techniques to extract topics and subtopics from the text
documents and to automatically generate taxonomy directly from the document texts [3, 4].
Using automatic generation can provide an advantage in the process of taxonomy creation,
but the results from these machine learning processes often suffer low interpretability [5, 6],
therefore their usefulness. In contrast, using user-created descriptions summarizing or
categorizing the document content can greatly increases the quality of the dataset if the
context of data collection is correctly identified and human cognition captured.

Text-mining offers several means to automatically explore semantics for knowledge
discovery, by pointing out concepts, rules, and patterns from a dataset. One known
approach of text-mining is based on frequent term vectors, commonly known as bag-of-
words (BOW), by reducing a document to a list of unrelated terms [6]. The problem of this
approach is that it is usually resulting in loss of context and implicit knowledge present in
the text. Improved machine approaches include those allow word vectors mapped into a
vector space at sentence-level, paragraph-level, and document-level for distributed
representation [6]. One technique is clustering analysis, which represents terms based on
similarities of their meanings represented by a vector of quantifiable features, with word
contexts are represented in vectors [5, 6]. In clustering analysis, vectors can also be
represented by co-occurrence, which has been proven effective in determining taxonomic
relations [5] which is adopted in the machine learning part of the study. Analysis at a
sentence-level is also deemed as more efficient in extracting useful concepts from the user-
created descriptions of this study.

This paper uses two examples to show a faceted classification structure creation
supported by text mining procedures. The method is through creating a dataset in a
meaningful and representative context using user-created descriptions of documents and
adopting it into the text mining procedures.

2 Methods
In the study, results were compared between those of topic extraction and association from
data mining procedures based on user-generated content and those created manually by the
same group of users based on the sample journal documents during the first case of
experiment. The second example shows the comparison of data mining results between two
scenarios of user document annotations for a pictorial collection. Since there are different
types of taxonomy can be created for a document collection, finding the true user-document
interaction context is critical to the creation of taxonomy of the chosen type. Proper user-
document interaction contexts were first identified in both cases in order to collect user
descriptions of the document collection to build the baseline datasets. The understanding is
that the effectiveness of text mining can be improved by using additional types of evidence
which apply to a more specific domain or application. Due to the effectiveness of
categorization and adequacy of the structure created can be better determined by humans
who are familiar to the documents, qualitative inquiry rather than a purely experimental
design has been applied.

3 Results and Discussions
The first case is a taxonomy creation procedure using text-mining analysis methods based
on user-created descriptions for an online newspaper collection. The users were asked to
create taxonomy and summaries for the sample journal documents of the collection, and the
user descriptions and taxonomy lists were the dataset. Text mining analyses were used to
identify major topics and subtopics from the resulting 18000 user created words. The
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following analyses were performed: topic extraction, word co-occurrence, clustering
analysis and link analysis.

Topic extraction is a natural language procedure that allows stopwords removed from
the text and high frequency words to be extracted. This procedure identifies a number of the
most prominent terms in the dataset. The first 20 topics and subtopics retrieved were
evaluated individually after run.

Word co-occurrence was then used to derive categorical keywords. Co-occurrence
analysis is the counting of paired concepts within the dataset, showing the relational
strength between the identified keywords. Clustering analysis was also selected as an
appropriate technique. The first 50 clusters of the analysis results were inspected one by
one afterwards.

With the text-mining procedures, we were able to identify topics, subtopics as well as
their relations from the current collection with confidence. We created a taxonomy using
bottom-up induction by analyzing category names as well as their categorical structure. The
accuracy of categorical keywords, instances, relations, and contexts were evaluated one by
one through comparing dendrogram and results from the link analysis.

Two broad themes were identified first, website navigation design with user concern
and student life with a subtopic on sports and so on (Figure 1). Major clusters were further
explored to identify relations among concepts. We also evaluated specific keywords which
are not self-explanatory but provided by text mining analyses (Figure 2).

Fig. 1. Theme of user navagation showing in multidimensional scaling chart based on keywords co-
occurrence mining.

Fig. 2. ‘Pride’ and Figure 'Lifestyle’ as a major keyword.
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Text-mining procedures applied successfully support a process to discover, characterize,
and analyze user semantic inputs collected from a resource-based task. We have several
findings. First, the results indicate that the taxonomy initially created manually by the same
group users before text-mining analyses does not represent the actual users' way of viewing
or accessing to the online journal collection. Using unsupervised learning by mining user-
created semantics, a taxonomy is created for the sample collection. The topics include
societies, lifestyle (places, pride, social, sporting, feature publication, community, and
guild), dance, sports team, and pride. The topics and associations extracted from the user-
generated descriptions through text-mining procedures allowed constructing a more user-
friendly and meaningful taxonomy representing user interaction with the collection. With
the support of text-mining analyses, a fuller list is drawn later.

Second, the results indicate that verbs are not good candidates for topic extraction in our
case, and phrases are more precise presenting the patterns. For example, persons and
important should be ‘important persons’; digital and collections should be ‘digital
collections’; publication and monthly should be ‘monthly publication’; and advertisement
and columns should be ‘advertisement columns’. Dance meeting, dramatic theatre, and so
on should be preferred terms. With these findings, we manually labelled the content in
order to populate the list. We used phases rather than single words when we deemed proper.

Also, the taxonomy shows that this group of users interacted with the document content
as they are consumers rather than content creators, which the latters would follow a
conventional classification scheme describing the content domain. This results in a more
useful taxonomy reflecting online readers’ perspectives. Their emotional responses are also
captured.

In the second case, text-mining procedures were carried out using user descriptors of
images to generate a taxonomy for an image collection. Text-mining results based on
semantics from two scenarios of user document annotations are compared. In the two
scenarios, the taxonomy induction that applies image annotations were involved in different
levels of meaning making from the participants who were with the similar expertise level
interacted with the images. This is in line with the 5-stage model of aesthetic development
and Panofsky’s three level of meaning-making of images [7, 8]. This method allows
identifying high level semantic descriptors, so both basic level and higher level
interpretations of images are captured.

The first corpus data are image descriptions created in blog format by 30 participants
who gave descriptions to the individual images in the image collection. The second corpus
data are image descriptions and annotations created by 12 participants who were with
similar domain knowledge compared to the first group, and they carried out an image
classification task to the selected images in the collection before annotations and
descriptions were given to the grouped images.

Semantic clustering, link analysis, and topic extraction were carried out on the resulting
815 and 620 keywords collected from the two contexts. The extracted categories from the
second dataset are much more precise and specific compared to categories extracted from
the first dataset, and more adjectives were used. Basic semantic level keywords, such as
“users” and “man’ which are significant nouns in the first dataset are not highlighted in the
second dataset. Concepts extracted in the second dataset are more concrete in their
connotations. The centered categories in the second dataset are: “access”, “storing”,
“photographed”, “designed”, and “decades”, which are more comprehensive therefore
satisfying in perspective in terms of describing the image collection.

Topics extracted from words and segmentation were set to be done by paragraph. Topic
extraction on the first dataset generated 8 topics as best results after several runs. These
topics are somewhat difficult to be associated to the keywords categorized therefore are less
useful. The topics extracted are mainly names for persons, locations, and organizations,
which are nouns describing the basic visual information depicted in images. Topic extraction
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from the second dataset generated 30 topics, the first 8 are shown in table 1 compared to
those from the first dataset. These topics are much easier to be interpreted, and most
annotations are at higher semantic level rather than perceptual level.

Table 1. Compare the first 8 topics extracted on annotation vs. on high level meaning-making
annotation of images.

Describing images requires individuals to have certain domain knowledge, and this also
affects the nature of the semantics they would create. According to Jaimes and Chang [8],
user image annotations can be categorized as GenericOf, SpecificOf and About[ness],
which general, specific, and abstract world knowledge is required accordingly to formulate
descriptions at the conceptual levels. From our study, different tasks involved while image
annotation was carried out, affected the results and quality of semantics created. The results
indicate that involving individuals in a more complex task in the image annotation process,
more specificof and high level abstract semantics were produced.

This paper reports the studies of the text-mining method in taxonomy creation when
human domain and application knowledge are captured during data collection and
processing. Our goal is to make the text-mining results based on user-created descriptions
useful in taxonomy creation, in our cases, by showing us the user preferred point of view
interacting with the content and with richer concept associations beyond lower-level
semantics. Text mining method is based on clustering of entities supported by an
underlying structure of a co-occurrence network. Text-mining analyses performed on the
sample datasets show the efficiency of the suggested approach. Next, we will do iterative
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analyses to tune the taxonomy using a fuller document collection in each case. We also plan
to validate the taxonomy after finding a proper level of test and then test the taxonomy
online.
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